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Module 1: Information factory and
new information formats
The first part of this lesson plan deals with knowledge about the way
information is produced and MIL added value (citizenship competence).
The second part of this lesson plan, the MILAB, contains a hands-on approach
to teaching the information factory.

A few definitions (see glossary)
mass media
social media
information contract
sharing contract
public opinion

Outline
PART I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Knowledge building

Information factory before digital media
Information factory in the digital world
Characteristics
Opportunities and risks
Learning objectives, competences and MIL added value
Evaluation
Training support materials

PART II

MILAB

1. Stage 1 activities
2. Stage 2 activities
3. Stage 3 activities
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PART I (4x45min sessions)
1. Introduction (20 min)
According to Harold Lasswell (in “The Structure and Function of Communication in
Society”, 1948) mass media has 3 functions:

Session 1:
45 min

OBSERVATION

filter
select

CORRÉLATION
frame

set the agenda

TRANSMISSION

compare

editorialize

convey values,

build history, her story...

build audiences…

and curate news…

Over time, mass media has built information around an information contract.
Information contract: a professional journalist will tell a “story”, according to 4 phases, through investigation and using “neutrality” or “objectivity” (based on fact, not opinion):

1. Identify a problem

2. Analyse it

3. Call on experts’
perspective

4. Propose reasoned
solution

Figure 1. information contract
Source: Divina Frau-Meigs, 2019/Savoir*Devenir
Key criteria for assessing the quality of information:
reliability; accuracy; authority; timeliness; presence or not of bias; transparency of editorial line; pluralism
of points of view.
Teacher tip:
Have the students define some of these concepts and bring specific examples.
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2. The information factory in relation to the digital world (25 min)
What is new with the information factory in the digital world?
Social media converges with mass media :
1. Observation (filter, select, set the agenda, editorialize and curate news…)
2. Correlation (frame, compare, build audiences and communities…)
3. Transmission (convey values, build history…)
4. Participation (profile, share, mix, navigate, …)
The Structure and Function of
Communication in Society, 1948
Cognitive process of media
according to Divina Frau-Meigs (2001)
OBSERVATION

• filter
• select
• set the
agenda
• editorialize
• and curate
news…

CORRELATION

• frame
• compare
• build
audiences…

TRANSMISSION

TRANSACTION

• convey
• target
values
• profile
• build history…

DISTRACTION

• story-telling
• spectacles

ACCULTURATION

• behaviors,
beliefs and
values
prescription

PARTICIPATION

• engagement
• sharing

Figure 2. Media functions
Source: Divina Fau-Meigs, 2001
Teacher tip:
Stress on the participation process as it affects learning by doing as you go through the specifics of
social media, to anticipate some of their uses in the classroom:
Example: how to curate content through social media in a specific subject matter?

Mass media and social media:
Convergences and Complementarity
Mass Medias
• Agenda setting
• Editorial line
• Political & social mediation
• Audiences
• (Advertisement)
• (Financial grants or government
aids)

Social Medias
• Agenda setting/curation
• Editorial line/algorithms
• Political & social mediation
• Active audiences
• Ad/psychometric advertisement
• (Financial grants or government
aids)

• Linearity of broadcast
• Catalogues of content
• Public obligations

• Non-linearity of bandwidth
• User-aggregated content
• Few public obligations
• Community
• Data mining

Figure 3. Mass media/social media: Convergence and Complementarity
Source: Divina Frau-Meigs, 2018
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But they still have some specificities, which ends up in two complementarity systems:
Mass media are consumed in a programmatic, scheduled, linear manner whereas social media are
not linear and content can be consumed without media chronology (ex: series are seasonal and episodic on TV, but all seasons and episodes are accessible online).
Mass media have built catalogues of contents over time (stock programmes) that constitutes a financial boon (they can broadcast several times) whereas social media do not have catalogues and rely
on user-aggregated content (ex: business model of Netflix showing series from major networks and
building its own catalogue only recently)
Mass media, even commercial ones, obey some public service obligations (paying attention to minorities, showing news programmes, giving equal time to candidates during elections…) whereas social
media have none of these (except “take-down” in some cases).
Mass media don’t have online communities (except their followers once they go online) and have
limited access to data mining. Consequently they have less access to the sharing contract, that is
specific of social media, originally.
Sharing contract: a non-professional or an amateur tells a “story”, according to 4 phases, through a personal and authentic experience:

1. identify a scandal

2. create a desire
for change

3. collect others’
comments

4. reach out for
reasoned solutions

Figure 4. Sharing contract
Source: Frau-Meigs 2019/Savoir*Devenir
Teacher tip:
Compare the online and offline versions of a media outlet or article before introducing these ideas.
Figure 4 is inspired by Steve Denning, The Secret Language of Leadership, Jossey Bass, 2007

3. Characteristics
Session 2:
45 min

Discussion: (15 min)
What are the characteristics of the information factory in digital age according to
you? (suggested responses)
From scarcity to abundance of information in all formats
Using diverse sources
Citing diverse opinions
The information contract and the utility of journalism
The sharing contract and the role of algorithms and data-driven platforms

Teacher tip:
Comparing online and offline versions of a media / article before introducing this scheme may help
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Formats and examples of information factory in relation to citizenship competences
Blogs and websites for opinion sharing and shaping
Video, radio and podcasts
Discussion forums
Television and live news
Citizen journalism
News games (news using the codes of video games)
Data journalism
The information contract, then and now. (see figure 1)
The sharing contract as it emerges, challenges and complements the information
contract (see figure 4)
The role of an “independent press” in democratic societies.
The complementarity between mass media and social media, as they all exist online
(see figure 5)

Synthèse

BIG DATA
Informations 1.0
(Masse media)

Informations 2.0
(Social media)

Press / TV (Tube)

Web / Youtube

Engaging storytelling,
(news, fiction…)
long narrative forms

Engaging commentaries,
(docs, opinions, posts…)
short narrative forms

Audiences
Information contract

Communities
Sharing contract

BIG DATA

Figure 5. The complementarity between mass media and social media
Source: Divina Frau-Meigs 2018
The complementarity relies on three cultures of “information”: information as news, information
as docs (files in all sorts of formats containing knowledge) and information as data (that need to be
mined in order to yield results)
Mass media still retain the production of “news” and storytelling using long narrative forms (series,
documentaries, …) while social media tend to circulate many “docs” (files that allow templates, image
creation, …) and they tend to provide conversation in short narrative forms (posts, tweets, …) that
often respond to the contents of mass media (controversies on series “finales” as in the case of Game
of Thrones for instance).
Mass media still measure their audiences (ratings, ads) and rely on the information contract while
mass media build on communities (groups, followers, influencers,...) and rely on the sharing contract.
For mass media as for social media, the interaction between the two yields a lot of big data, that are
used to understand the users, profile them and elaborate predictive strategies (for marketing, political campaigning, learning analytics…).
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4. Opportunities and risks of the information factory?
Session 3:
45 min

Discussion: How do you use information? (15 min)
Have the students answer a set of questions and build with them the table for
information literacy:
How do you look for information?
How do you know it is good, reliable?
How do you use it?
INFORMATION LITERACY (see information quality criteria)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify a question/problem
Search for information
Choose source(s) of information
Evaluate the quality of the source(s)
Incorporate information in your problem solving (and remember MIL added value)
Communicate

Teacher tip:
Have the students consult a good tutorial online for information verification:
https://video.lanecc.edu/media/Evaluating+Internet+Sources/0_sif447ew/32267962

Opportunities and risks (15 min)
Opportunities
• Mass media
• Social media
• Journalism
• Freedom of expression

• Quality information, facts
• Expression of one’s opinion
• A recognised profession
• Democratic process

Notions

• Lack of Independence
• Noise (infobesity)
• Monopoly, propaganda
• Hate speech...

Risk

Teacher tip:
Students could replace each stage in a specific order to generate debate and question the order.
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The information contract from before and of today. See figure 1
The sharing contract and how it started, strengths and weaknesses of the
information contract. See figure 4.
The role of ‘independent’ media in democratic society.
The link between mass media and social media, which coexist online, and the
phenomenon of the back-and-forth between information 1.0 and information
2.0. See figure 5.

Summary

Building Students’ critical thinking: AIR

• Information contract
• Sharing contract

ANALYSE

INTERPRET

• Functions
• Sources

• Verify
• Use critical thinking to reply
• Contribute

REACT

5. Focus on Comprehension (7C) (15 min)
Comprehension is the competence that enables learners to understand the basic notions,
functions and values of information.
Comprehension

Citizenship

Creativity

Cross-cultural
communication

Critical Thinking

Collaboration &
conflict(s) resolution

Consumption

See introduction and glossary
Source: Savoir*Devenir
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MIL competence break-down categories/indicators for Comprehension
Students should be able to
Describe how information is constructed
Understand the way mass media and social media are organized and disseminate information
Make choices about one’s information diet and pluralism of sources
Exercise critical thinking (verifying, contextualizing, cross-referencing)
Contribute information when appropriate on mass and social media
Pay attention to others’ opinions and exert their rights as citizens

MIL added Human Right value
Freedom of expression
Participation

6. Evaluation (45 min)
In small groups: look at an online article and search for key criteria
All class: compare and discuss

Session 4:
45 min

7. Training support materials
(see additional section to Lesson Plans)
References to other materials and resources
Useful links for pedagogical animation
Glossary
Useful software for MIL integration in learning outcomes (online resources by country)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10wxgYEe9O8GiSKo8kTjv8uQqpkOeHJp5_k0ytBcZsdU/edit?usp=sharing
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PART II. MILAB
(4 x 45 min sessions, according to allotted schedule for MIL)
MILAB activities are devised according to the three stages (1-beginning, 2-consolidating and 3-deepening). The three stages are indicative: they can be followed as
suggested below or used in a ‘plug-in’, modular approach depending upon the time
allotted to MIL and/or the level of outcome desirable.

To go further

They involve several pedagogical activities including: workshops, role play, written
exercises and games. They explore different media formats such as blogs, videos and web articles in order
to build students’ critical thinking skills (AIR).
Exploring COMPREHENSION:
Contribution to freedom of expression via several formats

STAGE 1 (15-16):
Understanding the information factory
Reporting scenario: Imagine you are a journalist…
		
		
		
		

3 x 45 min

• Agenda setting (choosing a topic)
• Investigation (choosing experts, testimonials, going on the field = gathering different points of
views + reading existing literature)
• Editorializing (realizing the design constraints, word count, title, …)
• Produce your article checking your key criteria for quality of information
Evaluation

45 min

Hold a week log about information consumption and information providers: number of hours;
type of media; purpose of use (learning, leisure…)
Write a report about it
Discuss the report in class and consider strengths and weaknesses of the consumption and use
patterns

STAGE 2 (16-17):
Mastering the information factory
Disaster scenario: car is set on fire during a suburb protest/riot
		
		
		
		

3 x 45 min

• Ask the students to search online for newspaper or tv reports of such an event (in their
country or abroad)
• Who are the people involved?
• How is the audience being targeted?
• Do you agree with message (negative view, propaganda, bias…)?
Teacher tip:
Choose examples where images of young people are involved; follow same information as
treated by one reference newspaper and one social media. For example, riots in the suburbs (or
downtown cities according to country) are often shown as led by young people…
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STAGE 2 (continued):
Evaluation

45 min

Consider the disaster scenario and answer following points:
		 1. How was information collected?
		 2. What were the quality criteria used?
		 3. How was it organised?
		 4. How was it communicated?
Give your own rating of the article
Teacher tip:
Alternately, you can make the students play a news game.
See My Life as a Refugee serious game:
https://mylifeasarefugee.org/game.html

See “Be my saviour”, the news game to save jobs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tA2sf4BTw3s

STAGE 3 (18-19):
Building a sustainable knowledge of the information factory (citizenship & comprehension)
Elections scenario: Build a campaign for a new, young candidate
		
		
		

3 x 45 min

Have the students work in small groups to decide:
• Types of media involved and their ownership
• Types of message (text, visuals…)
• Types of electors targeted…
Evaluation - Research

45 min

Look at the campaign and play the information contract vs the sharing contract
What type of message would you chose for information, for sharing?
Write them down and compare them.

Campaign’s arguments
under the information contract

Campaign’s arguments
under the sharing contract

1.
2.
3.
4.
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